
Dual Fuel Forklift Attachments

In a lot of industries, forklifts are vastly sought after items. They are really capable lifting machines which can pick up, move and 
transport very big cargo of supplies and goods. There is a great array existing and this makes them a very handy piece of machinery. 
Several of the major equipment include diesel lift trucks, electric forklifts and counterbalance forklifts. Each of these was designed to 
accomplish various jobs and is different in nature.

Counterbalance lift trucks have production which varies some from the diesel and electric units. The assembly of the counterbalance 
forklift has been made in the form of a mini truck. Therefore, all of the weight or load which should be carried is positioned on top of 
the roof. The load is well transported and supported with equal effortlessness.

Diesel lift trucks utilize diesel fuel and are a common choice in industrial environments or warehouses that need additional lifting 
power. Electric lift trucks make use of batteries and work just on electricity. This particular model is the easiest to run. It has a solid 
reputation for carrying the loads all-around and putting them where they are needed.

Every lift truck model has its specialty and tendencies. Electric lift trucks lift the heaviest loads and the most amounts that are able to 
be lifted. Diesel forklifts could lift extremely heavy weights too, while the counterbalance lift truck has only the ability to carry 
moderate weights. All of these forklifts are common in that they are standard pieces of machinery in industrial outfits, warehouses and 
similar facilities. Most businesses prefer models which have the highest lifting capacities although; several have a mixture of all the 
models on location. Compact forklifts are appropriate if your application is mostly lightweight lifting.

It is best to exactly ascertain the amount of lifting required, together with the most and least weights needing to be transported so as to 
determine the best model for your business. Each model has its own set of benefits and weaknesses. 


